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Two Texas Tech
students decide to live
off campus with their
dog, a tent and a field
|N* 9

Hot topic:
fire sprinklers
South Carolina
students lobby for fire
sprinkler legislation
after two students died
last year | Page 3

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Petitioners hope to repeal cash-lending law
ByStmKunklcr
Reporter

Students opt
out of dorms

ESTABLISHED 1920

Throughout the past several
months, petitioners in Ohio have
been busy trying to collect the
necessary amount of signatures
needed to change the current cash
lending laws.
But while petitioners are collecting signatures, voters in Ohio will
have to wait and see whether or
not changes will take place to the
new laws which went into effect
on Sept. 1.
If enough signatures are collected, a referendum on the November
ballot will be added in order to
repeal House Bill 545—a bill which

"People have the right to have financial
freedom with their money, and the
government shouldn't be able to tell people
what to do with their hard-earned money..."
Tom Suder | Cashland market manager

places tighter restrictions on shortterm cash lending businesses, also
referred to as payday lenders.
Under the old law, businesses
like Cash Advance would be able
to make a short term loan to individuals for up to $800 and could
allow up to six months for the loan
to be paid back. Previously, there

was no cap placed on the amount
of interest a company could put on
a short term loan.
The new law would require the
maximum loan to be no more than
$500 along with placing a cap of 28
percent annual percentage rate on
any short term loan. The law also
requires the loan to be paid back in

no less than 31 days.
Several people who work for
short term lending businesses
argued that the new law will cost
jobs and restrict financial options
for people in the state who do not
have a strong credit history.
Among those who support the
repeal of the new law is Tom Suder,
the market manager of Cashland
in Bowling Green.
Suder disagrees with the restrictions which the law places on businesses and believes the law, which
went into effect earlier this month,
will not only cost jobs in Ohio hut
will also limit the choices people
have financially.
"I don't agree with the bill

because it would put 6,000 people
out of work and would hurt thousands upon thousands of people
who use the service responsibly
and have no other options to meet
their short term financial needs,,
Suder said.
While Suder believes that no(
everyone needs payday advanced
that should not restrict those who
need the service from obtaining a
short term loan.
"People have the right to have
financial freedom with their money,
and the government shouldn't be
able to tell people what to do with
See CASH
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After a brief scare, 82 international
students have secured fee waivers.

; Trade you pizza
for your
* hostage
«
1

A man released a

At least eight African students claiming verbal contracts with the Center for

hostage during a bank
robbery in exchange

International Programs remain without funding, in debt and just shy of graduating.

I for a pepperoni and
ham pizza | Page 8

Story by Freddy Hunt | Editor in Chief

What happened:
In August, the University's international student population received
shattering news. They were notified by Center for International
Programs staff that the University
will not be granting tuition fee waivers as of lanuary 2009 due to budget
constraints, consequently affecting
their future at the University and
the country.
The stipulations of their financial
aid include maintaining a 3.0 grade
average as a full-time student and

Take Two:
Surgery
Columnist Lori Weber
must overcome her
fear of doctors to
undergo a critical
surgery
| Page 4

Out of Iraq,
back to
Afghanistan

graduating within eight semesters.
The stipulations of their student
visas include being a student.
Thankfully, an international student stepped forth and presented
the CIP with an e-mail dated July
2007 that guaranteed the students
eight semesters of financial aide.
After reviewing the e-mail and
tracing i paper trail though ITS, the
CIP took back its initial decision to
discontinue international student
fee waivers, claiming they were
unaware of such an e-mail.

Columnist Sean
Lutzmann says the
future president
shouldn't pursue Iran
or Russia, but go back

Good news for many
of the international
students.
"Our goal is to honor all
financial commitments
and that has been our goal
since the beginning," said
CIP Director Paul Hofmann
at an African People's
Association meeting on
Sept. 5.
The names of international students that
appeared on the luly 2007
e-mail received another
e-mail from the CIP on
Aug. 29, stating that they
will continue receiving
University aide within the
eight semesters guaranteed
in the e-mail.
"It was a huge relief," said
Wea Ndhlovu, president of

the APA, who would have
been stranded a year short
of graduation.
Although now financially
secure until graduation,
Ndhlovu said the situation
was not handled well by the
University, and that many
international students are
still bitter about the sleepless nights caused by the
initial e-mail.
"After claiming to have an
interest in the international
community in Bowling
Green, and to make such a
radical decision with such
short notice, it really sends
a mixed message to why
international students are
here," he said.
Currently, there
are 82 interna-

tional students receiving
fee waivers. Of those 82
students, Hofmann said 40
of them are currently completing their eighth semester. How many of the 40
students will be graduating
in December is unknown
as of now, but Hofmann
encourages those who
aren't to start working with
the University in finding
alternative sources of funding.
"If you're going to be
short a semester I'd like to
know that well in advance
so I can try to find and
assist you in finding alternative sources in funding
so you may complete your
degree, because completing your degree is right up

to finding and fighting
al-Qaeda
| Page 4

Big punch in a
small package

Honoring a verbal contract

The Falcon leers
hope to have a more
physical presence in
the CCHA this year
with the acguisition of
frosh defenseman Nick
M Bailen|Page6
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tuition and service charge fees on his
bursar account. He is in his ninth and
final semester, taking only three courses.
He said there are seven other students in
the same boat.
In 2006 when the CIP underwent
major internal changes, the language
of the fee waiver contract changed,
only granting students eight semesters
to graduate. Sticking to the academic
course plan outlined by his academic
advisors, it would take the student nine
semesters to graduate
"They advised us, 'you have to take
this, you have to take this,'" he said. "So

its not
us, it's
the academic system."
At the 2006 meeting in which the inter
national students
were informed of the 8 semester change,
the student said he raised his hand and
asked if the eight semester time frame
applies to students that had enrolled at
the University prior to that year—if they

would be grandfathered in. He
said the CIP staff member conducting
the meeting told him that they would be
taken care of.
See FEE | Page 2

University promotes education
in peace through conflict minor
It's Constitution Day!
What amendment
would you add to the
US, Constitution?

By Tim Sampson
Executive Editor

JOSHVALDES
Senior Arts & Sciences

I

there with honoring financial commitments," Hoffman said. "Those are our
two goals."
Although almost all of the international
students' fee waivers are being honored,
a few issues still exist — about eight of
them.
One international student, who
requested to remain nameless, said that
when he started at the University in
2004 the CIP didn't guarantee him eight
semesters of fee waivers; the CIP guaranteed him fee wavers until he completed
his computer sciences program.
Today, he has more than $7,300 of

"A third house of
Congress only seated
with people under 30."

|Page4

TODAY
Isolated T-Storms
High: 79, Low: 54

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 72, Low: 47

The whole thing may have started
with a conversation between a
former University President and
a faculty member at the site in
liiroshirna, lapan where the first
atomic bomb was dropped.
The origins of the University's
new peace and conflict studies
minor and this week's Conference
on Media, War and Conflict
Resolution designed to celebrate
it, can be traced back to a conversation between the minor's
original organizer, the late Fuji
Kawashima,andformerUniversity
President, Sidney Ribeau.
"They were at the site of the
atomic bomb drop and Dr. Ribeau
asked, 'How many classes do
we have in war? Now how many
classes do we have in peace?'"
said associate political science
professor Marc Simon, who is in
charge of the new minor.
It was that moment, Simon
said, when Kawashima garnered
serious administrative support
for the creation of the peace and
conflict minor, which officially

1

Oliver BoydBarrett
Professor of
War, Media and
Propoganda

began this fall after four years in
the making.
And to celebrate the start of
the minor, faculty members have
organized the conference, which
begins today and runs through
Friday in order to examine how
the media coverage affects war
and peace throughout the world.
Highlighted at the conference
will be two keynote addresses and
a panel discussion held on each
successive night in Union 206.
Tonight, journalist and author
Richard Rhodes will be presenting a speech entitled, "Things
Hidden Since the Foundation
of the World." A host and correspondent of PBS's "Frontline" and
"America Experience," Rhodes
has written extensively about the
See PEACE | Page 2

AUINABUZAS

Better learning through hands-on education
By MkJWMi bosjciiiLin

Reporter
With the start of the school year
well under way, a majority of
University students are spend i ng
their free time hitting the books
and getting ready for upcoming
midterms.
But while some students learn
material through the pages of their

textbooks, others practice for their
future career through hands-on
involvement.
Through United Christian
Fellowship, which is a progressive
ministry for the Bowling Green
community, a majority of student
volunteers from the College of
Education are able to participate
in an after school program for
children ages five to 12, Monday

through Thursday.
UCF Executive Director Lia RicciSons explained that BGSU students
arc the biggest part of the program.
"Students are in charge of all oi*
programming, they develop and
run all our programs." Rica-Sons
said. "About 98 percent of the stu-

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
*.

'HE BG NEWS

HANDS-ON EDUCATION: Executive DrectauaRicd-Scre addresses students Amg the ocientatonlo new vokriteeis to UCFs after schcolpnx/an

. EDUCATION | Page 2
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BLOTTER
MONDAY

From Page 1

2:14 P.M.
Wyse Dismond. 21. of Bowling
preen, was cited for prohibited
acts at Uptown/Downtown.

TUESDAY
Derek A. Turton. 21. and
-Raymond T. Connor. 20. of
Bowling Green, were arrested
for nuisance party wtthm the 900
fclock of E Wooster

fe

ONLINE: Go to bqnem.com for the
complete blotter list.
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their hard-earned money ami
Hi HIM1 Hill 545 takes away that
option," Suder said.
Throughout the last several
weds, people from across the
state have been trying to collect the signatures needed to
place the referendum on this
Novembers baBot
Tyrone leflers — who collected signatua's through Sept. 15
began collecting the signatures alter seeing others eariier
in the summer doing the same
thing and has been to both the
lidSII anil University of Ioledo
campuses with petitions.
leflers did so to allow people
to have a final sa) on Nov. 4.
"I just want to give people
the opportunity to vote on [the
issuci," leflers said.
People around the slate will
have to continue to wait as the
final numbers from the ballot
collection are being tallied.

\CCOrding K) Wood County
Board of Elections Director ferry
Burton, 4,611 signatures were
turned in on Sept. 15, Of those,
only ZH5H signatures were valid,
which is roughly 62 percent of
the signatures collected.
While the numbers tor Wood
County are available, (he total
number of signatures collected
in all lt)i counties are not, according to Burton.

"We have not been Informed
if the siaic has reached its referendum number." Burton said. "It
hasn't been stated whether the
referendum will be on the ballot
al this time.

"I lu didn't say how," the student
said. "Hut diat was a promise."
Now. the student is talking with
advisors arid CIP staff members to
find a way to pay off his bursar bill.
He works in the Union where he
earns S7 an hour. I le is only permitted to work 20 hours a week.
"The fees keep adding up," he
said.
If the bursar hill is not repaid, a
freeze will be placed on the student's account. The student will
not be able to receive a diploma
until the freeze is lifted.
Ilofmann said die University is
working to resolve any issues that
still remain, and that each individuals' circumstance is different.
"A lot of it is previous expectations of previous cohorts," said
Ilofmann, who was not at the
2(XXi meeting when verbal commitments were allegedly made.
To prevent future problems in
communication between the
('.IV and international students,
Ndlilovu suggests "no verbal contracts."
"I think everything should be in

writing exclusively stating the
conditions, exclusively stating
the timf frame and I think they
should improve on how they keep
those records," he said.
Hofmann will be addressing the
fee waiver situation at the APA
meeting Friday at 6 p.m. in room
315 of the Union.
Hie future of International
student fee wafvers.
Kristie Poefl, director of international studies and the Global
Village, an on campus international community for undergraduate students, believes the
amount of time originally allotted
— from August to lanuary — for
the international students to find
alternative funding was nowhere
near enough.
"Suddenly it's got to stop now?"
she said. "Can't it stop next fall?"
Even though the decision has
been appealed, Focll said it is solid
proof that a disconnection fxists
between the CIP and the international student community.
"In my opinion we need a body
of faculty and students including
some international students that
will assist the CIP that will select a
representative body of students,"

she said. "If thfre a broad based
advisory comminee beyond CIR
I think it will have a much better
procedure and result And probably a more comfortable situation
for the CIP staff."
But for the next 2 or 3 years, the
CIP will not be issuing any new
fee waivers for international students until the $2.5 million debt
that the fee waivers accumulated
over the past 18 months is repaid,
Hofmann said.
He added that the fee waiver freeze
should not be viewed as retracting
from the University's commitment to internationalize.
"I think what it needs to be viewed
as is dawning of a new age and
we're going to have to live within
our means," he said. "And so for
the foreseeable future living within our means, means all future
allocations that would go to new
fee waivers are going towards paying off the debt of the existing fee
waiver deficit."
After the debt is repaid,
Hofmann said the CIP is planning to set up an international
student scholarship committee
with broad faculty participation
with the appropriate checks and
balances.

Pub offers monthly test of'professional'
beer palate to students, community
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dent volunteers we get are from
the College of Education."
The after school program was
created in 1995 by students who
participated in a trip to South
Bronx, N.Y. as part of a class
between the University and UCE
While in New York, students met
with grassroots oiganizcis who
helped them identity needs in the
community.
The students, as a part of community service, created the program following their return, said
Ricci-Sons.
Bradley Schowman, 23, is a
recent University graduate who
started volunteering at UCF in
2006 because he was looking for
an opportunity to do community
service.
"I ended up staying because I
wanted to make a difference in
the Bowling Green community,"
Schowman said. "It was a chance
for me to take what I had learned
at BGSU and apply it."
UCF is partners with St. Marie's
Lutheran Church on 315 S. College,
where the after school program is
held St Mark's lends a building
wing of eight classrooms to UCF
during the time of the program.
Senior loliece Messner, majoring in education, used to intent for
the after school program.
"It was really nice to work
with the kindergarten through
sixth grade in one setting and be
involved with them outside of

school in a tun but still learning
environment," Messner said. "It
taught me how to deal with diversity."
Children signed up for the program are picked up at their school
at 320 pm. and then are walked
by student volunteers to the playground at SL Marie's. They play
outdoors until 4 pm.
"The most important things we
do here are increase ability of literacy, tutoring, mentoring and team
building" Schowman said.
After 4 pm., the children are
taken inside to have a healthy
snack.
"We try to model healthy eating
habits by providing unprocessed
snacks," Ricci-Sons said.
Then, from 430 p.m. to 5 pm.
the mentors provide literacy training with their "Reading A-Z" program.
Literacy training is followed by
20 minutes of i-on-i homework
help, where they usually get all
homework completed.
"The more time we can give
these kids and their family |more|
time as a family, the easier it is tor
them," Ricci-Sons said.
After homework time, the children are picked up from the UCE
"1 was lucky enough that they
were looking for interns cause I
loved the place and got sucked in,"
Messner said.
The free program is funded by
the UCF, which also receives grants
from the Toledo Community
Inundation, the Kroger Company
Foundation and the American
Red Cross.

By Jeiska Kopp
Reporter

The Black Swamp l"ub played host
last i light to the first monthly beer
tasting of the new school year.
"'Ihnight we're sampling a cross
representation of seven different
beers from around the world,"
Mike (domes, the organizer of
the event, said before tht tasting
began.
Also a faculty member with the
College of education and Human
Development at the University,
Coomes said then; is usually a
theme, whether it's seasonal,
regional or just a particular style
of beer. I le has been hosting the
event for the past five years and
says there is usually a good mix of
Students and community members.
The participants all had different reasons for attending. Some
said they just came for die beer,

AND THE AWARD GOES TO...

ALAINABUZAS I IHEBGNEWS
AUNPIUCHA I IHEBGNEWS

A TASTE FOR BEER: Senior accounting major Tim Hlavac's favorite beer is Maudite. an
import Itom Canada.

but some preferred the company.
"I came because my assistantship is off campus, so it's a good
way to connect with people on
campus," first-year graduate student Brian Starkel said.
Participants were greeted by

B6SU Spirit Rocks Now Available!
A Great Gift For Any Occasion!
Graduation • Birthdays • Anniversarys
Holidays • And More!

Other Spntkj

906 Napoleon Rd A Bowling Green * 353-8381
Hours Mon-Fri it to , - Sat 8 to 4
Order Floral Gifts Online 24/7
3»3H *www.klotzfloral.com*|

Coomes a few minutes after the
5:30 p.m. start time. He welcomed
the attendees to the first tasting
of the new school year, and spoke
for a few minutes about the difference between the styles of beer,
the brewing process and the beers
that would be sampled during the
tasting.
A score sheet given to each participant described each selection
in fuller detail and asked the tasters
to rate the beers on a scale of zero
to 15 in appearance and aroma,
and zero to 40 in flavor. Empty
pitchers were placed on each table
for samples that were not liked to
be discarded.
There were very few empty seats
at the tasting tables, which is normal according to Helena Iaquinta,
a programs graduate assistant who
was helping with the tasting
"Sign-ups for next month's
tasting opens on the seventh of
October, and [the/rel probably
going to fill up on the seventh," she
said. "We're actually trying to make
it bigger, but a lot of people like the
pub atmosphere, which makes it
hard."
The next tasting will be held on
Oct 21, and is open to anyone who
wishes to participate. The cost is
$8.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

WINNERS: Dr. Whipple addresses students repesentmo, 18 chapters at the National
Award Winning Chapter Reception on Tuesday night. Chapters being recognized had won
awards this summer at their respective conferences

PEACE
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development of nuclear weapons, including the Pulitzer Prize
winning "The Making of the
Atomic Bomb."
Tomorrow night will see a
speech from Chris Hedges, an
author and journalist who specializes in American and Middle
Eastern politics. The author
of several books, including
"American I:ascists:TheChristian
Right and the War on America,"
Hedges will be addressing the
"illusion of neutrality" in covering war and conflict.
And Friday night will feature a
panel discussion entitled, "From
Vietnam to 9/11: The Associated
Press and Its Coverage of War
and Terrorism." The discussion
will feature AP reporters Gearge
Esper and Richard Pyle who,
combined, have covered stories
from Siagon, Lebanon, Bosnia
and Ground Zero.
All of the keynote addresses
are open to the public, and many
students have arranged through
classes to attend some of the
closed conference sessions dur-

ing the day. A schedule of conference activities and speaker
biographies are available on the
Univflrsity'sWflb site.
The conference should hopefully draw attention to the new
minor, said journalism professor
Oliver Boyd-Barrett, who teaches
a class on war. media and propaganda within the minor and
came up with the idea for a conference focused specifically on
the media's role in global conflicts.
"Programs like this in peace
and conflict studies are a growing trend," Boyd-Barrensaid.The
new minor adds BGSU to a list of
257 U.S. colleges and universities
with similar programs, according
to the Peace and lustice Studies
Association.
Although only about 10 students are currendy enrolled in
the University's minor, BoydBarrctt is hoping this week's conference will generate interest,
particularly in the media's rale in
global war and peace.
"I hope students realize that
media can report conflict in a
way that does not exacerbate,
but helps to reduce and resolve
conflict," he said.

DANCE MARATHON
GENERAL MEETING
The NEW face of Dance Marathon overall's
•^ WEDNESDAY: SEPTEMBER 17TH.
yy OLSCAMP 101. 9:15PM

419-354-4673
www.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP
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■yV 2009 theme!
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• Learn about biker registration!
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I lediilu'i s.i\ b<i\v."lhestudent
said "Hiiilli.il was a promise."
Now, the student is talking with
advisors and CIP staff members to
find a waj ti > pay i rffhis bursar bill.
I le works in the Union where he
earns v," an hour. I le is only permitted lo work 20 hours a week.
"The fees keep adding up." he
said.
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iheii hard-earned mono) and
House Hill 545 lakes away thai
option,' Slider said.
Iliroughoul the last several
weeks, people from across the
slate have been trying to nil
lei i the signatures needed to
place the referendum on this
Novembers ballot.
lyronc leffers
who collei i
ed signatures through Sept. ''
in collecting the signa
lures after seeing others earlici
in the suinmei doing the same
thing ami has been to both tlie
BCiStl .mil University ol I'oledo
campuses with petitions.
leffers did so to allow people
to have a final say on Nov. I,
l just IMUII to give people
the opportunity to vote on lihe
issue," lefferssaid.
IVople around ilie state will
11.... - lo continue to wail .i~ tlie
final numbers from die ballot
collection an- being tallied.
irding lo Wood i ounty
1)11 In lions Dins 101 ferry,
Rurton, 1.611 signatures were
turned in on Sept. 15. ()l those,
oiih 2.858 signatures were valid,
which is roughr) 62 percent ol
the signatures collected.
While the numbers for Wood
i ounn .iK' available, the total
numbei ol signalures collected
in all 88 counties arc not. according to Burton.
"We have not been informed
il the state has reached ii- refa
eiuluin number," Burton said. "It
hasn'i been stated whcthei the
relercnduni will be on theballoi
al ihisitmr

II the bursar bill is not repaid, a
freeze will be placed on the students account. Hie student will
not be able to receive a diploma
until the freeze is lifted
Hofmann said the University is
working to resolve any issues that
siiii remain, and that each Individuals' circumstance is different
"A lot ol ii is previous expectations ul previous cohorts," said
I lofrnann, who was not at the
2006 meeting when verbal commitments were aUegedly made.
lo prevent future problems In
communication between the
CIP and international students,
Ndhlovu suggests "no verbal contracts."
I ihink everything should be in

writing exclusively stating the
conditions, exclusively stating
the time frame and I think they
should improve on how they keep
those records," he said.
I lofrnann will be addressing the
fee waiver situation al the APA
meeting Friday at (> p.m. in room
315 of the Union.
The future of international
student fee waivers.
Krislic loell, director of international studies and the Global
Village, an on-campus international community for undergraduate students, believes the
amount of lime originally allotted
— from August to January — for
the international students to find
alternative funding was nowhere
near enough.
"Suddenly it's got to stop now?"
she siiil "(an'l ii slop next fall?'1
Even though the decision has
been appealed, loell said it is solid
proof thai a disconnection exists
between the OP and the international student community.
"In my opinion we need a body
ol faculty and Students including
some International students that
will assist the CIH thai will select a
representative body of students,''

she said. "If there a broad based
advisory committee beyond CIP
1 think it will have a much bener
procedure and result. And probably a more comfortable situation
for the CIP staff."
But for the next 2 or 3 years, the
CIP will not he issuing any new
fee waivers for international students until the S2.5 million debt
tiiat the fee waivers accumulated
over the past 18 months is repaid,
1 lofrnann said.
I le added that the fee waiver freeze
should not be viewed as retracting
from the University's commitment to internationalize.
"I think what it needs to be viewed
as is dawning of a new age and
were going to have to live within
our means.'' he said. "And so for
the foreseeable funtre living within our means, means all future
allocations that would go to new
fee waivers are going towards paying off the debt of the existing fee
waiver deficit''
After the debt is repaid.
Hofmann said the CIP is planning to set up an international
student scholarship committee
with broad faculty participation
with the appropriate checks and
balances.

Pub offers monthly test of professional'
beer palate to students, community
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dent volunteers we get an from
the college of Education."
Tlie after school program was
created in 1995 by students who
participated in a trip to South
Bronx. N.Y. as pan of a class
between the University and UCH
While in New York, Students met
with grassroois organizers who
helped them identify' needs in the
community
Tlie students, as a |«irt of community service, created the program following their relum. said
Ricci-Sons.
Bradley Schovvman, 23. is a
recent University graduate who
staned volunteering at UCI-' in
2006 because he was looking for
an opportunity to do community
service.
"I ended up slaying because I
wanted to make a difference in
the liowiing Green community,'
Schovvman said. "Il was a chance
for me to Hike what I had learned
at BGSU and apply it"
UCF is partners with St Marie's
Lutheran Church on315S. College,
where ihe after School program is
held. St. Mark's lends a building
wing of eight classrooms to UCF
during the lime of the pmgram.
Senior loliece Messner, majoring in education, used to intern for
the after school program.
"It was really nice to work
with the kindergarten through
sixth grade in one setting and lx'
involved with them outside of

school in a fun but still learning
environment," Messner said. "It
taught me how to deal with diversity."
Children signed up lor the program are picked up al their school
at 3.20 p.m. and then are walked
by Student volunteers lo the playground at St. Marks, They play
outd(xirsuntiMp.iii.
"Tlie most important things we
do here are increase ability of literacy, tutoring, mentoring and learn
building," Schovvman said.
After I p.m.. the children are
taken inside to have a healthy
snack.
"We try lo model healthy earing
habits by providing unprocessed
snacks." liicci-Sons said.
Then, from 430 pni. lo S pm.
tlie mentors provide literacy training with Iheir "Reading A-Z" program.
Literacy training is followed by
20 minutes of 1 -on-1 homework
help, where ibey usually gel all
homework completed
"The more time we can give
these kids and their family Imorcl
lime as a family, die easier it is for
them," liicci-Sons said.
After homework time, Ihe children are picked up from the UC1:
"I was lucky enough that they
were looking for interns cause I
loved the place and got sucked in,"
Messner said.
The Bee program is funded by
the UCI; which also receives grants
from the Toledo Community
foundation, ihe Kroger Company
Foundation and the American
lied Cross.

By Jessica Kopp

AND THE AWARD GOES TO

I he Black Swamp hib played host
last night to the first monthly beer
tasting ol the new school year.
"Tonight were sampling a cross
representation ol seven different
beers from around the world,"
Mike C (ionics, the organizer of
the event said before the lasting
began
Also a faculty member with the
College ol Education and Human
Development al the University,

t

nes said there is usually a

theme, whether its seasonal,
regional, or just a particular style
ol beer, He has been hosting the
event foi the past live years and
says there is usually a good mix of
students and community members.
I he participants all had dillcrenl reasons tin attending. Some
siid fhej lust came for the beer,

AlAINABUZAS
ALANPIRACHA

'HIBGNElV

A TASTE FOR BEER: Senior accounting major Tim Hlavac's favorite beer is Maudite. an

hul some preferred the company.
"I came because my assistantship is off campus, so it's a good
way to connect with people on
campus," first-year graduate student Brian Starkel slid.
Participants were greeted by

BGSU Spirit Rocks Now Available!
A Great Gift For Any Occasion!
Graduation • Birthdays • Anniversary's
Holidays • And More!

ClllnrSpnlllisl- to

MM,.V..UUI*

906 Napoleon Rcl - Bowling Green * 353-8381
Hours Mon-Fri 8 to 5 * Sat 8 to 4
Order Floral Gifts Online 24/7
jlifltiii^A'www.klot^floral.coiTi^S?!

Coomes a few minutes after the
530 p.m. start dme. He welcomed
the attendees to die first tasting
of the new school year, and spoke
for a few minutes about die difference between the styles of beer,
ihe brewing process and the beers
that would be sampled during the
tasting.
A scon? sheet given to each participant described each selection
in fuller detail and asked the tasters
to rate the beers on a scale of zero
to 15 in appearance and aroma,
and zero to 40 in flavor, limply
pitchers were placed on each table
for samples that were not liked to
be discarded.
1 here were very few empty seats
al the lasting tables, which is normal according to 1 lelena laquinta.
a programs graduate assistant who
was helping with the tasting
"Sign-ups for next month's
tasting opens on the seventh of
October, and llhey'rel probably
going lo fill up on die seventh," she
said. "We're actually trying to make
il bigger, but a lot of people like the
pub atmosphere, which makes it
hard."
Hie next lasting will be held on
Oct. 21. and is open to anyone who
wishes lo participate. The cost is
$8.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

'NEBGMWS

WINNERS: Dr Whipple addresses students repesenting 18 chapters at the National
Awaid Winning Chapter Reception on Tuesday night. Chapters being recognized had won
awards this summer at then respective conferences

PEACE
From
development of nuclear weapons, including the ftilitzcr I'ri/e
winning "The Making of the
Atomic Bomb.''
Tomorrow night will see a
speech from Chris Hedges, an
author and journalist who specializes in American and Middle
Eastern politics. The author
of several books, including
"American fascists: The Christian
Right and the War on America,"
Hedges will be addressing the
"illusion of neutrality'' in covering war and conflict.
And Friday night will feature a
panel discussion entitled. "From
Vietnam to 9/11: The Associated
Press and Its Coinage of War
and Terrorism." The discussion
will feature AP reporters (leargc
Esper and Richard IVIe who,
combined, have covered slories
from Slagon, Lebanon, Bosnia
and Ground Zero.
All of the keynote addresses
are open to the public, and many
students have arranged through
classes to attend some of the
closed conference sessions dur-

ing the day. A schedule of conference activities and speaker
biographies are available on the
University's Web site.
The conference should hopefully draw attention to the new
minor, said journalism professor
Oliver Boyd-Barrett, who teaches
a class on war. media and propaganda within the minor and
came up with the idea for a conference focused specifically on
die media's role in global conflicts.
"Programs like ibis in peace
and conflict studies are a grovving trend," Boyd-Barrett said. The
new minor adds B( 1SU lo a list of
257 U.S. colleges and universities
with similar programs, according
to the Peace and luslice Studies
Association,
Although only about 10 students are currently enrolled in
ihe University's minor, BoydBarrcti is hoping ibis week's conference will generale interest,
particularly in die media's role In
global war and peace.
"1 hope students realize that
media can report conflict in a
way that does not exacerbate,
but helps to reduce and resolve
conflict.' he said.

DANCE MARATHON
GENERAL MEETING
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Newlove Rentals
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"It really sends a mixed message to why international students are here.
- Wezi Ndhlovu. president of the African People's Association, on the University's decision
to eliminate tuition fee waivers for international students [see WAIVERS pg. 1].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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Columnist continues relating medical crisis

Editors' note: Ixiri Welter continues from last week to tell ilie story
of her personal medical ordeal in
order to educate women about
health issues.
It's disheartening to know that no
matter how well you take care of
your body, it doesn't return you
the favor.
That magic number four was
still rolling around in my scattered brain. Mow was I going to
tell my parents; especially my
mother? The women in her family have a moderate to high risk
of breast cancer, and now the
daughter that she adopted might
also follow a similar pattern.
Dr. Jonathan Derrick, who was
my OB/GYN told me I had precancerous cells, offered a number of possibilities to me on what
do to next.
I could have out patient surgery, or wait and see, through
a process of drugs, if the HPV
would go into a temporary
remission. Dr. Derrick also mentioned that HPV will generally go
away completely on its own at

times, but could still leave a trail
of damage in its path, including
cervical cancer, genital warts or
even other genital cancers.
The idea of surgery didn't
sound very enticing. Trial little
fear of doctors increases ten-fold
when someone mentions the
word surgery.
However, I didn't want to
chance anything else going
wrong with me, and so 1 signed
my name an the consent form
for surgery;
I had to wait a couple of
months, and even had to go to
St. Luke's Hospital in Maumee,
Ohio for a pre-surgical exam
to make sure my body was fit
enough to withstand surgery.
During the waiting period, I was
getting more and more frustrated
and anxious about it. The only
other surgery I had before was
getting my tonsils removed when
I was six-years-old. Back then,
the only things I had to be afraid
of was Ronald McDonald and the
Gremlins.
Dr. Derrick assured me everything would be line, and while
my fears were natural, I just
needed to relax and trust that his
over 30 years of experience would
assuage any worries I had.
The day of my surgery, 1 had
to be at the hospital sometime
between 6 a.m. and 6:15 a.m.
I am not normally a morning

person, so adding in the fact 1
had barely slept at all the night
before, I was exhausted when the
time came to go to St. Luke's outpatient wing, and don the fashion
blunder: the hospital nightgown.
It's fierce!
While they were propping me
for the surgery, I tried to explain to
them in my already drug induced
prattle that I didn't respond well
to anesthesia, and I tended to
be nauseous and sick afterwards.
The nurses made a note of it and
told me to tell Dr. Detrick and the
anesthesiologist.
Hnally my parents and my
boyfriend visited me before they
would wheel me away to be surgically spliced. Since I was a babbling idiot from the pain medications, they took careful note to
pay attention for me.
The surgery would last about
two hours. Dr. Detrick was going
to perform three procedures:
the first, a LEER The LEER a
small looped instrument,
would painlessly remove the
HPV cells from my cervix. Since
a women's cervix is very thin,
only 40 - 49 mm thick, and the
LEEP would only remove about
8 mm. Because of this part of
the surgery, I was instructed not
to take acetaminophen or ibuprofen, since they could cause
the blood to thin, and increase
the chance of hemorrhaging.

The second procedure was
a laproscopy. This is when the
doctor makes a 'hairline' incision just above where the pubichair begins on your abdomen,
and another in the navel, and
inserts a laproscope, which is a
very thin camera that magnifies
its surroundings on television.
The camera would find out if
there was any internal evidence
of endometriosis, which would
explain the severe cramping, and
uncontrollable pain associated
with my menstrual cycle.
The final part of the surgery
was that if endometriosis was
found, Dr. Detrick would laser off
the infected cells not attached to
vital organs.
As I was being wheeled away
from my prep room, and goofily
waving to my family and Brady,
I thought about when I was
six and was being wheeled to
the operating room to have my
tonsils taken out. A nurse had a
Kermit the Frog puppet, and told
me to count backwards from 80.
1 didn't make it to 76.
This time, there was no Kermit.
And I didn't have to count backwards Two deep inhales later,
and I was out.
-Respond to Lori at
ilwiwtvs@bgriews.com.

From the age of thirty, humans
gradually begin to shrink in size.
SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

www.bgnewscom

It has been my experience
that the one thing uniting all
the political action groups
at this University is our disgust with the apathy that is so
entrenched on our campus,
and indeed, within our entire
generation. That is why a liberal
Democrat like myself can still
be thankful for the 9/11 remembrance ceremony that occurred
last Thursday here on campus,
put on by the BGSU chapter
of the College Republicans.
It is important we keep what
happened on that day in our
memories as we go on with our
lives, and that it does not slip
into obscurity amidst our current culture's obsession with
celebrity, scandal and mindless
entertainment.
But it is also crucial we not
only remember what happened on that dark day. but
that we take away the right
lessons from that memory of
those terrorist attacks as well.
For too many Americans, the
key lessons learned were that
we should be constantly afraid
and that we should let our government do whatever it takes to
keep us safe. This was of course
on full display as this country
decided to invade Iraq because
the Bush administration convinced far too many of us that
Saddam Hussein was allied
with those who had attacked
us on 9/11 and he intended
to equip them with the most
destructive weapons known
to man. This was a strategic
error (though a noble one to
liberate so many people from a
brutal dictator! that now most
Americans regret, as the decision to invade Iraq alienated
many of our allies and, according to the National Intelligence
Estimate, hindered our efforts
to crack down on al-Qaeda and
organizations sympathetic to
its cause.
I only bring up this painful
issue because we are beginning to see that process repeat
itself in regards to Iran and to
some degree with Russia. The
latter of which has been the
target of war mongering talk
more often in recent days as
a result of its defending itself
against Georgian aggression.
We have to dismiss calls from
Sen. McCain for us all to be
"Georgians now," as well as
statements from his running
mate that Georgia should be a
NATO member in which case
we would be obligated to go to
war with Russia any time the
Georgian president feels like

constantly afraid and
that we should let
our government do
whatever it takes to
keep us safe."
violating a ceasefire treaty as he
had recently done.
It is absolutely crucial that we
keepourcountry'sprimaryfocus
on al-Qaeda, the people behind
9/11, with their major base of
operations in Afghanistan and
its eastern region which runs
along the Pakistani border, particularly in the Waziristan province. The biggest challenge for
the next president will not be
to prevent Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons, but rather
how they will go about dealing
diplomatically with the newly
elected Pakistani government
to better crack down on the
tribal regions along the Afghan
border where so much of the
leadership of the Taliban and
al-Qaeda, including Osama bin
Laden, are located.
Right now the Bush administration is moving slowly but
surely towards shifting military
forces from Iraq to the original
battleground for the so-called
War on Terror in Afghanistan.
According to Reuters news service, the U.S. is taking 8.000
servicemen and women out of
Iraq and is now planning on
adding a Marine battalion and
an Army brigade to the effort in
Afghanistan. These actions are
similar to what Sen. Obama has
been proposing for some time
now, but I suppose it's better
late than never.
Sen. McCain on the other
hand is still in the frame of mind
that the main theatre of operations against al-Qaeda is in
Iraq, with Iran emerging as the
next biggest threat. He is fond
of using the old clichi! (which is
somewhat inappropriate given
the context) that he will follow
bin Laden to "the gates of Hell"
to bring him to justice. America
would be better off if he would
just stick to a foreign policy i ha i
puts the emphasis on hunting
down those responsible for the
9/11 attacks and their enablers
who are now re-emerging with
a vengeance in Afghanistan.
■Respond to Sean at
thenews@bgnews.com.

■ E-mail us at rJTenews@bcjnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-J72-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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li am - 4 a.m.
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Video
Fin* Arts Gallery

Roommate squabble leads to
U-Wire

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Union
8 a.m. - 9 am.

Exhibit 2: Pure Intentions:
Works on Faith & Childhood
Dreams
130 Union
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

UAO Poster Sale
202B Union
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Breast Cancer Awareness
Union table space

Ham.-3:30p.m.

Latino Student Union
Student Union Tables

The parents of former
UniversityofArizona freshman
Mia Henderson, the victim of
a residence hall stabbing last
year, sued the University of
Arizona, the Arizona Board of
Regents and the state through
the Maricopa County Superior
Court, on the grounds that the
university's negligence was
the cause of their daughter's
death.
The lawsuit states that the
university failed to intervene
and separate the two girls after
Henderson filed complaints
about her roommate, Calareka

U-Wire

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Communication Studies
Conference
202A Union
6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

FYSS: Making BGSU Your
Home Away From Home
316 Union

7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
FYSS Series: So You Think
You Can Lead
314 Union
9 p.m. -11 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Pub:
World Series of Pop Culture
Union Pub

8am. -11 p.m.

Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp Hall
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unsigned check for $500.
According to the lawsuit,
on Aug. 28, 2007, Henderson
reported these crimes to multiple authorities. A few days
later, Henderson asked the university to move Harrison from
the dorm room, but the UA
declined her request.
The lawsuit stales that
I lenderson's family believes retribution from Harrison toward
Henderson was foreseeable and
required simple precautions for
I lenderson's protection.
All legal representatives
involved in the case, as well as
Residence Life and UA officials,
have declined to comment on
the lawsuit.

A recent study conducted
at Virginia Commonwealth
University found 25 percent of students surveyed showsymptomsof
a physical addiction to tanning.
"Tanorexia" is a relatively new
concept, said Carolyn 1 leckman,
a researcher at the Fox Chase
Cancer Center who led the
study, in an e-mail. Hcckman
and her team sent a survey to
400 students at the University
and identified symptoms as
feeling the need to tan more
and more over time, feeling
sick or uncomfortable when
trying to stop tanning after
tanning regularly for a while
and tanning despite awareness
of potential problems such as
burns, pre-cancerous lesions
or wrinkling.
"Ibelievethatithasthc potential to be a serious health risk,"
Heckman said. "At this point,
we look at symptoms similar to
other substance dependences
such as alcoholism."
The center's research group
is continuing its study, looking at ways to address such an
addiction.
"Some of the same strategies
used for treatment of traditional substance disorders, such as
psychological counseling, may

be helpful," she said. "We are
comparing the use of education, psychological counseling
and showing people UV-filtcrcd
photos of their own skin damage that is not normally visible
to the naked eye."
Dr. Kent Aftergut. a dermatologist at UT Southwestern Medical
Center in Dallas, said he has
patients who have had multiple
skin cancers and keep tanning
despite knowing its risks.

U-Wire

Mother Nature just got a couple
of new roommates.
In the eyes of two Texas Tech
students, Blake Smith and Matt
Thomas, apartments and dorm
rooms are for suckers.
The pair opted to spend their
final semester at Tech living off
the beaten path in an alternative
to urban abodes: a couple of tents,
a dog house and a blue tarp.
For the past three weeks, the
two students have been living
with a dog in a field just outside of
town in West Lubbock, where the
three established a unique substitute to four walls and a roof.
They have no electricity or ru nning water, but the setup seemed
sufficient at keeping this week's
rain at bay.
"We just wanted to do something different," said Thomas, a
senior communication studies
and philosophy major from Hano.
"I wish we could say we were doing
this for some sort of cause, but that
wouldn't be true. I wish we could
say we wanted to reduce our footprint, but that's not it."
Smith, a senior general studies major from Dallas, said their
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Students go to Washington;
lobby for fire safety legislation
By Kara Apel

really well," Young said, "We
got a really good response
from all the congressmen."
Young said students from
the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill also
came to support the legislation. Young said the numbet
of people who came to advocate fur the bill strengthened
their cause.
"Because there were so
many of us, it spoke volumes,'
she said.
Helen Chase lord, also a
member of Delia Delia Delta,
said the group was able to
meet all of the South Carolina
representatives and senators.
"Seven out of eight S.C.
Congressmen said they
would support the legisla-.
tion," said Ford, a third-yean
public relations student.
Ford said three of the con-,
gressmen, including Sen.
lames Clyburn and Rep. 1.
Gresham Barrett, asked their
assistants to start drawing up
co-sponsor papers while the
group was in their offices.

U-Wire

Twenty University of South
Carolina students traveled to
Washington to lobby for fire
safety legislation, and were
met with the promise of progress from South Carolina congressmen.
The Fire Sprinkler Incentive
Act. if passed, would provide
lax credits for the installation
of fire sprinklers on college
campuses nationwide.
The group decided to
lobby for the bill in remembrance of the students who
died in the Ocean Isle Beach
fire last year.
Two parents, Kaaren Mann
and Connie Cale, also made
the trip lo the Capitol. Mann,
mother of Lauren Mahon,
and Cale, mother of Travis
Cale, lost their children to
the fire.
McKenna Young, a member
of the Delta Delta Delta sorority, was one of the students
who made the trip. "It went

GOOGLE IMAGE
ADDICTED TO TANNING: A new study al Virginia Commonweallh Uncversity has found
students can be addicted lo tanning - researchers are calling it Tanorexia.

"We just wanted to do something different. I
wish we could say we were doing this for some
sort of cause, but that wouldn't be true."
Matt Thomas I Texas Tech Senioi

dwelling's net cost so farwasS 175,
which was the price of a blue tarp
thai covers the encampment.
Amused by Smith's and
Thomas' plans, a supportive
friend donated a $750 wilderness
tent in which the two sleep.
"It's like an outdoor dorm
room," Smith said as he unzipped
the tent, revealing two cots, a rug
and a few plastic dressers, "but
with less throw up."
During the tour, Ruger,
Thomas' German Shepherd,
went into the front yard and back
as he pleased, eventually settling
down in his igloo-shaped doghouse next to the tent.
The land on which they live is
owned by a local anesthesiologist, Danny Hunter, who Smith
said was skeptical at first, but
after three visits from the students in as many days, eventually gave them the go-ahead to
homestead.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

Two guys, one dog and a tent in a field
By Malt McGowan
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

"They say, 'I just can't stop.'
and 'It makes me feel so good,'"
Aftergut said. "That's one of the
characteristics of addiction."
He Said addressing a tanning
dependency will bedifferenl than
addressinga drug addiction.
"With a drug addiction, someone could immediately overdose and die or get into a car
crash," he said. "Tanning isn't
an immediate threat so it isn't
as urgent."
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addicted to tanning; coined Tanorexia'

5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
J15 Union

Harrison.
The Henderson family hopes
the lawsuit will get compensation for funeral costs, losses and
whatever else the court deems
appropriate, they said in the suit.
Last year on Sept. 5,
Henderson and Harrison were
placed together in a residence
hall room as part of the First
Year Scholars program, a Native
American program that has
since been moved to KaibabHuachuca residence hall.
In the weeks that followed, Henderson accused
her roommate of theft, in
which Harrison allegedly
took Henderson's social security card, debit card and an
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New research shows people can be
ByMayaSrikrishnan

FYSS Series: Dream BIG

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

stabbing; family sues university
By Ethan Williami

Conference on Media,
Conflict and War
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"We went up to his door and
said, 'We have a strange request,'"
Smith said about their first
attempt to persuade a man they
had never met to let them sel up
camp on his land.
Smith and Thomas said they
chose the location for its trees,
which they said are necessary
for blocking West Texas' wind,
which Thomas said can get "out
of control."
Hunter said he found the students' motives suspect, but eventually warmed up to the idea.
"You always wonder about
people this day in age," he said,
"but you also want to help oul
other peopleinany way you can. 1
thought it was strange, but I liked
what they were trying to do."
The two students said they
promised to paint a fence on
Hunter's property as payment.
Thomas and Smith said they
shower at the Robert H. F.walt

Recreation Center while they are
on-campus, which is most of any
given day.
"He showers more than I do,"
Thomas said, pointing lo Smith.
"He has a girlfriend."
When they have to pee, they
said it is no sweat.
"We're lucky we're guys,"
Thomas said. "We take care of
business while we're at school,"
he continued, referringto nature's
second type of call.
"It hasn't been an issue yet,"
Smith said.
An unexpected side effect of living simply, he said, is thediscipline
of getting schoolwork done before
they return home at night, which is
usually between 10 and 11 p.m.
"It's nice to come home and be
a bum," Thomas said. "We spend
a lot of time reading or with journals. At my old house, we had
stadium sealing and a big-screen
TV. It's nice to not come home
and lay down on the couch and
watch TV."

Incentive Act in memory of students who died in a lire lasl year.

IRE SALE
Call now. tr get yeur tree estimate online @ Uietlremanxem

JOHN NiWLOVl HAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

U WIRt PHOTO
IN REMEMBRANCE: Students go lo Washington D.C. lo lobby (or The Fue Spunkier
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GOLF
Ryder Cup team
without Woods
The Ryder Cup team will be
without Tiger Woods for the
first time in years. With the
Europeans being favored this
year, the team has to find
another way to win besides
relying on Woods, who has
had a poor Ryder Cup record.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Log on to the BG News
Sports Blog for updates on
BGSU athletics. You can also
leave comments with your
opinions, vote on polls, watch
picture slideshows and
view videos.
www.bgnewssports.com

Today in
Sports History
1992-The NFL suspends
the World Football League.
1967—The Saints lose their

Fightin' for the Falcons

first NFL game to the Rams
27-13.
1966—Cleveland pitchers
combine to strike out 19
batters in nine innings.
1961—The Vikings win their
first NFL game, beating the
Bears 37-13.

The List
With 78 points between the
two teams, you know there
were some fantasy owners
jumping for joy following
this week's Monday Night
Football match-up between
the Cowboys and Eagles.
Here are the top five fantasy
performers from that game:

1. Tony Romo: His
three touchdowns and 312
yards easily offset the one
interception he threw

Freshman defenseman Bailen will bring skill, toughness to BG hockey
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

"He's kind of the whole package. He's really
a skilled player and he can hit pretty hard,

lU's mil wry big. but be simian hit"
and that's surprising because he's not
That's what Wilfred Luiiicr
players might be saying after they
an overly big guy."
meet Falcon defenseman Nick
liailen on Oct. -I when IK I opens
Brian Moore I Teammate
its hockey season with an exhibition game against the Golden
what Bailen can do during the 42 points, including 13 goals.
I lawks.
Oh yeah, and he was involved
Bailen, a freshman who stands season against the tougher teams
live fill nine inches anil weighs in the Central Collegiate Hockey in 12 fights in juniors, including
four last winter. He even lost one
185 pounds, will be his team's Association.
smallest defenseman this season,
"Playing the teams in our confer- of his two top front teeth in a
but don't think that will stop him ence, especially with Notre Dame, scrum this past season.
from having an impact
we definitely need a physical pres"His game is equally sound at
"He's kind of the whole pack- ence to complement the rest of both ends of the rink," said BG
age," said teammate Brian Moore, the team's speed," Moore said.
coach Scott Paluch. "With his leada junior and fellow defenseman.
Bailen, also the youngest ership skills, he's as well-rounded
"I le's really a skilled player and he player on the team this year, as any guy we've had coming into
can hit pretty hard, and that's sur- already has three years of the program for a while."
Bailen sat in the penalty box
prising because he's not an overiy United States Hockey League
experience with the Indiana Ice. for more than 300 total minutes
big guy."
Moore said he is excited to see In those three years he totaled during his three years in juniors,

PHOTO PROVIDED BY WWIESHARK PHOTOGRAPHY
ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS: ffek Bailen lost pan of one of his (torn teeth in a fight.

including 157 last year alone.
But he knows he'll have to be
more disciplined in college.
"Now, [ill the CO IA| it's more
physical play and puck possession — learning how to do stuff
in the comers without getting any

penalties," Bailen said.
Contrary to what some may
believe after what happened
against Western Michigan last year
See BAILEN | Page 7

keeping in the upper echelon
of fantasy quarterbacks for
the week.

2. Brian Westbrook:

Golfers look to continue

Westbrook was all over the
field, finishing with 58 rushing

success at Ball State

yards, 45 receiving yards and
three total touchdowns,
giving him the top dawg

By Bill Bordcwick
Reporter

" status for week two
running backs.

3. Marion Barber:
Not to be majorly outdone.
Barber also was very active
in the rushing and passing
games with 114 total yards
and two touchdowns. He

BG NEWS FILE PHOTO

finished second to Westbrook

FIRST SCORE: Chub Evwaraye scored the Fakons' first goal of ihe season off a Cameron Hepple assist BG also defeated Centenary College

in RB fantasy rankings.

5 2 <« their first win of the season

4. Terrell Owens:
TO hauled in two of Romo's
- touchdowns and finished the

en's soccer wins first match of season

game with 89 receiving yards.

By J.ison Jon«f

placing him sixth among week

Reporter

-two receivers.

5. David Alcers:
Whoever said that kickers
aren't an important part of a
fantasy team? With four PATs
and three field goals. Akers
was the third best fantasy
kicker of the week.

H

Cameron
Hepple

Had a goal and
It took the Bowling Green men's
an assist in the
soccer team 331 minutes, 55
seconds to score a goal this seaFalcon victory
son. However, when the ball
finally did hit the back of the
net, an offensive explosion was Arkansas Tournament. They
to follow.
faced a tough task, as it was their
Over this past weekend the third trip south of the Mason
Falcons once again headed Dixon line in as many weeks.
south, this time to the Central
The weekend was to be an

b

eventful one for the Falcons
though.
"It was a dramatic comeback,"
Head Coach Fred Thompson
said.
His words summed up both of
the Falcons victories perfectly.
In the tournaments opening game, the Falcons faced off
against Centenary, a team they
See SOCCER | Page 7

I.

Matt
Schneider

Coming off a win at
Additional practice time in any
the John Piper
sport is never a bad thing—the
sport of golf is no different.
Collegiate
The Falcons are getting in
their extra pracrice this week
as they have the week off from aration for the upcoming tournacompetition in between the ment at Ball State.
John Piper Intercollegiate last
"The Ball State course is priMonday and Tuesday and the marily one where you need to
Earl Yestingsmeier Intercollegiate, hit wedges dose arid putt them
which will be held in Muncie, Ind., in because the greens are really
next Monday and Tuesday.
tricky," he continued "It's not a
lunior Matt Schneider led the long course at all so we are going
way at lohn Piper Intercollegiate, to need to work on our wedge
held at Stone Ridge golf club in game and chipping and putting"
BG, by becoming the first Falcon
BG finished in third place in
in coach Garry Winger's eight sea- the lohn Piper Intercollegiate but
sons to win the tournament in this is where college golf is differwhich BG hosts by posting a two ent from other collegiate athletunder par 2l4forthethree round ics. In other sports, momentum
tournament.
plays a big role in determining a
While the victory a week ago winner.
was important for Schneider, it
In golf, there is very little
was also a week ago and there is momentum to be had from tourstill much golf to be played in the nament to tournament because
fall session of the schedule.
of the changing landscape of the
"lust practice at Stone Ridge
— get our short game going"
See GOLF | Page 7
Schneider said of the team's prep-

I
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Ryder Cup team without. Woods in '08
By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — No one will
miss Tiger Vvbods at the Ryder Cup
more than the Europeans.
Yes, the Americans will have to
make do without a guy who lias
won 75 times around the world, 14
majors, and who has been No. 1 in
the world ranking for 513 weeks.
But they might be better off without him.
For all his greatness when the trophy is awarded to only one player,
ttfoods has compiled a meager 1013-2 record in his fin liyxlcr Cup
appearances. I fc went 3-2 at the last
Ryder Cup his first winning record.

Hiis,nouungmotivatesI:.umpean
players more than beating YVbods
in the Ryder (iip. which they have
done 12 times in 20 team matches.
Even su it's easy to see why I I.S
captain Paul Azinger can't find a
silver lining when asked if any good
can come from WbodB sitting this
one out while he recovers from
reconstructive knee surgery.
"1 can't imagine how you can
argue a team would be better off
without ... potentially the great
est player who lias ever lived,"
Azinger said. "As far as I'm concerned, it really puts Europe in
an advantageous place. It puts
Europe in a favorite role. There's
just no question about it"
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at the BGSU Ice Arena, fighting is
not permitted in college hockey.
However, that doesn't mean
Bailen won't play with an edge to
his game this season, especially
when the team officially opens
the season at home in October
against the Rochester Institute
of Technology and Niagara
University.
Bailen, a Eredonia, NY. native.

behind today."

were favored to beat. Still, after
Fied Thompson | Coach
60 minutes ofaction, the Falcons
once again found themselves
Chuko
being shutout, down 2-0. The turn around though, with their
final 30 minutes however, saw a next game against hosting
Evwaraye
Central Arkansas scheduled to
completely different game.
Scored two goals
"We just stuck with it, kept start the next day.
against Centenary
Last year UCA came to
trying, and scored some goals,"
College
BGSU and battled the Falcons
Thompson said.
The Falcons' first goal of the all game, eventually losing to
season reached the back of the BG in double overtime by a
American Conference Player of
net in the 62nd minute of play score of 1-0.
Saturday saw more of the the Week.
after Chuko Evwaraye took
"We're a better team with lacob
advantage of an assist from same great soccer between
I awrence, you need somebody
these two teams.
Cameron Hepple.
CAU's Adam Schwabauer like that, who's a force every
Hepple's day didn't end there,
as he nailed a free kick in the scored in the wwlilst minute to day." Thompson said.
The tournament win gave the
75th minute, giving the Falcons break the scoreless tie and once
Falcons their first road tournaagain put BGSU in a hole.
the tie.
For a while it looked as if ment victory since 1997. The
"I was pleased, Cameron did
the Falcons had used all of the 2008 I alcons hadn't yet made it
very well," Thompson said.
Not soon after I lepple's game comeback they had in them the to high school.
The Falcons now move to 2tying score, BowlingCireen com- previous day against Centenary.
pleted their comeback, when, Then in the82nd minute, Jacob 3-0 on the season, as the) end
in the 82nd minute, Evwaraye Lawrence headed in a corner their massive road trip withabig
scored on an unassisted goal to kick from Hunter Van llouten. tournament victory, rhej will
The score both tied and forced now return home to the congive the Falcons the win.
lines of northwest Ohio lor the
After going 331:55 without a the game to go to overtime.
Lawrence wasn't done, and first time this year for the litiSII
score this season, it took the
Falcons all of 19:09 to erase all in the 110th minute, knocked in Invitational this weekend. The
Falcons host Indiana, Purdue
the game winner.
the negativity on offense.
"We did a fantastic job of and Fort Wayne on Friday and
Along with winning the game,
Evwaraye emerged as a late coming from behind today," Saint Francis on Saturday. The
Falcons will he favored to win
game star for Bowling Green. Thompson said.
Lawrence was named the both games, and move above
He has five career goals; four of
them have been game-winners. UCA Tournaments MVP, and .500. something they haven't
The Falcons faced a quick on Monday was named the Mid done since September 2, 2007.

GOLF
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environment.
This is where continued practice is key. Players need to be as
sharp as possible because a team
never knows what the course is
going to throw at them.
"Even though it's a team sport,
it's very much an individual
game," Winger said. "Each individual is different and each individual needs different things and
it's my job as a coach to figure
that out."
Coach Winger hopes the break
serves as motivation for what
happened during the final round

of the Piper.
BG got its first taste as a team
of what having a lead in the
final round of a tournament is
like and wound up falling out
of the lead due to a frustrating
final round of missed putts and
missed opportunities.
"We're going to talk about |the
Piper], we're going to talk about
the final round situation." Winger
said of what plans he had for the
team during the break. "At the
next few practices, we'll talk about
what we did good, what we need
to work on and how we're going
to get better."
John Powers, the team's
other captain alongside
Schneider, echoed what

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredpropertiesco com

MANE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts
Piedmont Apis. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood {small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4 30
530 S Maple St

419-352-9378

609 2"d St.
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John
Powers
Finished sixth at
the John Piper

ft

38
39
42
43
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Fuji (low
Sportscaster Rashad
Guidance Cm
Iowa Slate site
Upper deck, briefly: var.
Stravinsky or Sikorsky
College, maybe
Raises
Eye-opening experiences?
Candidate Landon
Utah ski resort
Cup edge
One-time link
Becomes entrenched
Dusk, to Oonne
Longtime Cleveland Orchestra
director
Words to remember
Empty-nester's weight problem
See eye to eye
Illumination
Olden times, in olden times

Bert the Cowardly Lion
Pierre's girl
Lyra's brightest star
Guru's community
2nd-largest continent
Did some gardening
1401
"Be-Bop-„" (Gene Vincent
hit)
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Exchange fee
12:00
Sea eagles
Night school sub).
Try
Shake up
Synagogue platforms
Hold the throne
Arboreal lemur
Greenish blue
Chilly
Take the wheel
Writer Calvmo
Simpleton
Dark horse
Tot's block
Overt h rowers

Actor Wesley
E. O'Brien film
Ex-QB Aikman
Mayberry lad
Belonging to that man
Imposing personalities
Chinese dogs
Alaska not included
-friendly
Family of Indy winners
Woodwind piece
Fourth planet
Fertile loam
Sawbucks
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Reliable inlormation on all options
Supportive and professional.

44! Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5) Fri (10-1)

Please call tor an appointment

Campus Events

Help Wanted

FALL EXPO 2008!
Job Fair October 2nd
Interviews October 3rd
Jobs! Internships' Co-ops'
More than 180 organizations'
See who's coming lo EXPO 2008
1 Login to MyBGSU and click on
WorkNet under Misc Services.
2 Access your account (& update
your profile)
3. Under Search Jobs tab, search on
keyboard EXPO & see who's coming
BGSU Career Center
hire bgsuedu

Earn S1000-S3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads
www AdCarOty com

Check out Fall 2008 EXPO Guide!
Available in classroom buildings and
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
beginning Friday.
near BGNews stands
BGSU Career Center
hire bgsu.edu

Services Offered

UJUUW.

1
v
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Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

NEWS

Persian ruler
Wicked
Casual top
Prefix for savings
Frozen water
Pudding truit
Diva PonseMe
Water pitcher
Highland tongue
Fr. holy women
Arch type
Say _!
Meas. figures
Decade divs.

a a

s
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•
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41
46
48
50
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
63

ANSWERS

l

Collegiate

Winger had mentioned
We just need to keep working
hard," the junior said of the prep
aralion for the Ball Slate tournament "I think we have a definite
chance at winning this next tournament — a few different teams,
but a lot of them are the same."
The Falcons will look to put
the practice time to good use
when the tournament starts up
on Monday.

1

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
24
25
28
31
35
36
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9 Decorative slickers
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around tie course with Raymond Floyd.

1
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6
7
8
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14

H
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SLOW RIDER: PhJ Mickelson (lolt) rides

said he knows a few people on
career numbers
those two Empire Stale teams,
"The goalie on R1T | tared BG freshman Nick Bailen had a Junior career
Demichiell played on my team full of fights and penalty minutes, but also
in juniors for a while, and 1 grew had a good scoring line
up against INiagara'sl Brian
Dowd and Dan liaco," Bailen ■ Had over 500 penalty minutes
said. "Me and Dowd don't real
in his Junior career including
ly get along—there's definitely
157 last season.Had 12 total
some bad blood there.
fights in his Junior career
"We have the same game type
including four last season
because we both like to instigate,
so it'll be an interesting game. We'll ■ Had 42 total points in his three
year Junior career
see what happens out there."

From Page 6
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"We did a fantastic job of coming from

SOCCER
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Bailen s Junior

BAILEN
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The Daily Crossword Fix

1 2 MILLION VOLT CELLPHONE
STUNGUN ONLY S69 95
•"Pepper spray mace, lasers'"
www toledotaser com.
youtube Toledo Taser
or call567-202-2550
Use promo-code BGSU08 & receive
S5.00 off S25 00 or more purchase

Employees needed to perform light
production work. Company offers
flex hrs between 7:30am & 7 30pm
most days Must work at least 15 hrs
per week can be FT. many BGSU
students work here, easy walk from
campus Pay is &7mr Pick up app
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
428 Clough St Bowling Green
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call after 8pm, no exp needed.

Call 419-332-2279
Help Wanted -Traffic Counting Intern
Duties Set/retrieve counters Maintain tools, maintain log of equip use
& repair Download & check data,
enter & manage data accurately.
Requirements: Valid driver's license
knowledge of spreadsheets, proficient in entering & managing databases, converting data between
databases. Knowledge of ArcView
GIS preferred Internship runs Sept
to December t. 2008. 20-30 hrs/wk
70°o field worV30°o office work
Send resume to Marc Vondeylen:
vondeylen@tmacog.org
Toledo Metropolitan Area Council
of Governments (TMACOG)
300 Martin Luther King Jr Drive.
Toledo. OH 43604

Lawn maintainance,
15-20 hours per week.

Call 419-352-5335

Wanted

Office cleaning - evenings,
7-10 hrs/wk. own transportation req

Campus Events

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE'
Biggest & best selection Choose
from over 2000 different images.
FINE ART. MUSIC. MOVIES. MODELS. HUMOR, ANIMALS. PERSONALITIES. LANDSCAPES. MOTIVATIONALS. PHOTOGRAPHY MOST
IMAGES ONLY S7. S8 AND S9 SEE
US AT BowenThompson Student
Union on Mon/Tues RM 228 (MPR).
Wed Rm 202B(Ballroom). Thurs/Fri.
Rm 202A(Ballroom) On Monday.
Sept 15th thru Friday. Sept 19th.
2008. Hours are 9am to 6pm THIS
SALE IS SPONSORED BY UAO

Birch Run
Golf Club
Only 10 Minutes
from Campus!
2 miles off I-7S South in
North Baltimore on St. Rt. 18

Student ID Special:

$16
$20

with cart, all you can play
Monday thru Friday
with cart, all you can play
Saturday 8 Sunday

Call 419 257-3641 today for tee time
Tee Tinie is required

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620
www. newloverentals. com
I

Entertainers needed downtown BG.
on Sunday. Nov 23. 1-5pm
Musicians, jugglers, face painters.
and characatunsts
Call Sandy @ Mam Street BG.

419-354-4332

Call 419-352-5335
Perrysburg Gymnastics is seeking a
Level 4 team coach for
Tuesdays/Thursdays- 5-7:30pm
& Saturdays 10 30am-1pm
Call 419-874-9383

Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

'Across from Kohl Hall'
920 E Wooster. 2 BR apt. tree park
Call (614) 668-1116

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Bar staff needed, exp a plus but not
needed, will train. Open interviews
on Wed Sepl. 17th. 3-5pm al
JoJo's Pizza. 105 S 3rd, Waterville
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - Special
Improvement District, Main St. BG
A non-profit organization seeks dynamic person to manage business
office, responsible tor overseeing
staft'volunfeers. promoting downtown district and its special events
Effective communication & organizational skills a must Full-time, some
evenings and weekends required.
Salary S30K+. no benefits Deadline
to apply Sept 30. Send letter of inlent and resume to ATTN: P.O. Box
f33, mail to Sentinal-Tribune, PO
Box 88. Bowling Green, OH 43402
No calls

'Avail NOW 1 or 2 BR apt S425/mo.
Free web. furn?, AC, 300 E Merry
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S399,
showing houses for 09/10 SY
See Canyrentals com
Call 419-3530325 9am-9pm
122 Lehman Ave - 2BR. kitchen,
living room & bath, 2 units avail
Call 419-575-3109 after 5pm.
3 BR/1 bath home for rent in country.
students or 2 couples can share.
S650/mo w/ S650 dep. Easy access
to I-75. between Perrysburg & BG
Avail now. call 419-575-4582
312 N Enterprise
3 Irg bdrm, C/A. all appl inc
Clean, S950/mo. 419-352-5882
832 Third St. 5 blks from campus
3 BR 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window A/C
S840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812
Subleaser/roommate wanted

211 E Reed, dose to campus
S225/mo ♦util Call 216-513-8839

Three Bedroom House
Close to Campus
$495 per month

ODD NEWS

i^!*»^!Ptembefi;.2008

Hostage exchanged for
pepperoni and ham pizza
COLUMBUS (AP) — A police
negotiator in Ohio says an
escaped inmate agreed to free
a hostage in exchange for a
pizza.
Sgt. Mark Cartwright said
in Columbus federal court
Monday that police gave Billy
lack Fitzmorris a pepperoni
and ham pizza. Fitzmorris is
accused of robbing two banks
and holding a woman hostage at a house in suburban
Hilliard last year. Another

woman had gotten away
through a window.
Police say Fitzmorris gave up
about two hours later.
Authorities say a daylong crime spree began in
Youngstown when the prison
inmate escaped while being
treated at a hospital. Fitzmorris
is accused of driving a carjacked vehicle to the Columbus
area and robbing the banks.
He could get life in prison if
convicted.
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Cheertastic future denied;
identity stealing mother booked
(IRF.EN BAY, Wis. (AP)— A
33-year-old woman stole her
daughter's identity to attend
high school and join the
cheerleading squad, according to a criminal complaint
filed against the woman.
Wendy Brown, of Green
Bay, faces a felony identity
theft charge after enrolling
in Ashwaubenon High School
as her 15-year-old daughter, who lives in Nevada
with Brown's mother.
Accordingtothecomplaint,
Brown wanted to get her high
school degree and become
a cheerleader because she
didn't have a childhood and
wanted to regain a part of her
life that she'd missed.
Brown allegedly attended
cheerleading practices before
school started, received a
cheerleader's locker and went
to a pool party at the cheerleading coach's house.
The
$134.50
check

Brown gave to the cheerleading coach for her
uniform
bounced, the
complaint said.
A high school employee.
Kim Demeny, told authorities that the woman, posing
as the teen, seemed very
timid. Demeny said she
told her she was not good at
math and even cried when
she talked about moving
from Pahrump Valley High
School in Nevada. Demeny
said she looked older than
a student but had the
demeanor of a high
school girl.
A school liaison officer
started investigating after
Brown only attended the first
day of classes last week, the
complaint said.
Assistant Principal Dirk
Ribbins later learned Brown's
daughter was enrolled at
Pahrump Valley High School.
Ribbins also spoke with

BRING IT ON: In this image released by the Brown County Sheriff's Office. Wendy Brown
is shown in a booking mug after stealing her teenage daughter's identity.

Brown's mother, who told him
she had custody of the girl. She
said Brown has a history of
identity theft crimes, the complaint said.
Brown made her first court
appearance Friday by video
conference. The judge set
bond at $8,000.

If convicted, she could face
up to six years in prison and a
$10,000 fine.

There was no attorney listed in Brown's online court
records. Her home number
could not be found.
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ODD COUPLE: The world's smallest man. He Pmgpino, from Inner Mongolia. China's
autonomous region, sits underneath Sveilana Pankratova from Russia, the Queen of Longest

ch to the network with

Legs, as they pose at Trafalgar Square in London

Short and tall collide in
London; attracts tourists
LONDON (AP) — Trafalgar
Square routinely serves as a
stage for mimes, jugglers and
other acts, but the tourist
attraction drew an exception
ally curious crowd yesterday
when the shortest man who
can walk met the woman with
the longest legs.
He Pingping, of China,
Stands precisely 2 feet 5.37
Inches tall (.7461 meters tall).
The 20-year-old was born with
a type of dwarfism.
He
called
Sveilana
Pankralova's legs "very beautiful."
The Iwo met, with He standing at Pankratova's knees,
the publicize the release of
"Guinness World Records
2009." This year's version of the
popular book is due out today.
Pankratova, 36, who is
Russian but lives in Spain, has
legs that are nearly 52 inches
(132 centimeters) long, or more
than 4 feet (1.2 meters) long.

I ler upper body has nearly typical proportions, giving her a
giraffe-like appearance.
Dressed in a bright-blue
mini-dress and low-heeled
pumps, Pankratova, 36, said
she liked her legs, though they
can complicate things. "It's
hard to find clothes, especially
pants," she said.
She isn't the tallest woman
on record. Sandy Allen, of
Shelbyville, Indiana, who died
recently, held that title, according to the book. And He is the
tallest man who is mobile, the
books says.
The latest edition of the book
lists pop star Britney Spears as
the most-searched person on
the Internet and the television
show "Lost" as the most-downloaded show of all time.
The book has been around
for half a century. About 3.5
million copies are sold each
year, according to editor-inchief Craig Glenday.
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Mechanical gorilla suffers injuries;
face lift expected in near future

FREE SHIPPING j 1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE
TEST US FOR 30 DAYS. SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED.

EAST MACHIAS, Maine (AP)
— An 8-foot-tall mechanical gorilla is back home at an
eastern Maine flea marketstyle store two weeks after it
was stolen and later dumped
in a cornfield in Vermont.
A pickup truck carrying
the somewhat battered and
torn gorilla arrived Saturday
afternoon at Sandy's Sales
a day after being picked
up at a Vermont police
barracks.
Owners Sandy and Lowell
Miller were delighted to
see the gorilla dubbed
"Seemore," which was stolen from outside their store
over Labor Day weekend. But
they agreed the gorilla needs
some tender loving care for
its injuries: a head severed

from its body, holes and rips
in its face, and a broken arm.
"After people see her battle wounds, we are going to
have her have a face lift,"
Sandy Miller said. "A new
rubber face."
After the gorilla was stolen
from its longtime location outside the store, the owner of the
factory where the gorilla was
created produced a YouTube
video offering a $500 reward
for its return.
The thief then appeared in
disguise in his own YouTube
video, saying he was sorry
and jokingly offering to
return the beast for $1 million. Seemore then showed
up in a cornfield.
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